
Miss”Prehistorical Power”:
FU YUANHUI’s action and reaction 

on social media



•Introduction
● Before we start, let’s watch a video clip of Miss Fu:
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=unVJgpanzOI
● Translation: 58.59 seconds? I have already used the 

prehistorical powers!
● Notice her funny expressions and body movements



● who is fu yuanhui? ● Focus on an individual, Fu Yuanhui
● A Chinese competitive swimmer and 

backstroke specialist
● Not famous until 2016 Summer Olympics
● Won a bronze medal in the 100 m 

backstroke
● Gave a cheerful interviews and goofy 

demeanor 
● Her frankness and cuteness were 

praised and loved by people



● After her unsatisfactory 
performance in the 4x100 m, she 
told an interviewer that she was on 
her period

● Many commended her bravery to 
speak about this, as menstruation is 
considered a taboo topic in sports



what did 
fu yuanhui 

experience?



She was noticed 
because of her 
playing swimsuit.

She became 
famous because 
of the prehistorical 
powers She mentioned her 

period without 
doubt.

She took part in lots of 
entertainment 
activities.

Her performance 
dropped.



At 2015 World Championships, 
she played her swimsuit. This 
attracted audiences’s 
attention.

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/fu-yuanhui-olympics_us_57aa0ecae4b0ba7ed23da025/



At the 2016 Summer Olympics 
in Rio, she gave a cheerful 
interviews and goofy demeanor, 
and the prehistorical power 
made her famous. 



The number of her followers 
grew rapidly.
followers on 8.7: 56178
followers on 8.8: 1140478
followers on 8.9: 4120140
followers on 8.10: 4970713

The keyword “Fu Yuanhui” boomed.
-read 900 million
-1178 posters
-followers 18 thousand

http://www.weibo.com/p/1008089b90ba10b4de7197676e15959142bf1d/super_index/

http://www.cbdio.com/BigData/2016-08/18/content_5192654.htm/



Many famous 
Weibo authers 
have followed Fu 
Yuanhui’s Weibo.

http://www.cbdio.com/BigData/2016-08/18/content_5192654.htm/



Netizens posting pioctures of themselves copying Fu’s facial expressions.

���������������������� https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fhDPLh81F2I/



Emoticons and caricature 
figures of Fu followed within 
no time

-I don’t have high expectations for 
tomorrow, I am already very pleased!
-I have used my perhistorical power!
-No one konws what I experienced.
-This! is! me!



After her team came in 
fourth place in the 4x100m 
medley relay, Fu Yuanhui 
said her period had started 
the previous day in the 
interview. This brought her 
much praise.



http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-37081669/



She began to take part 
in lots of 
entertainment 
activities suchu as talk 
shows, online lives and 
reality shows.

http://2016.ifeng.com/a/20160816/49784300_0.shtml/
http://www.hbsztv.com/yule/bg/2016/0831/630188_2.html/



Fu Yuanhui’s 
performance dropped 
at FINA/AIRWEAVE 
SWIMMING WORLD 
CUP 2016.

She wants to pay more 
attention to swimming 
training.

http://hb.qq.com/a/20161026/028068.htm/



How does Fu use the social media?



● Mainly uses the Weibo
● Update her latest status and 

activities:

http://photo.weibo.com/2387391680/wbphotos/large/mid/4011016977647768/pid/8e4cb4c0gw1f7
1nx9goj7j20zk0qowo6/



● Post funny cartoons and tease 
herself:

● Translation: Where did my 
noble temperament come 
from? I am born with it

http://photo.weibo.com/2387391680/wbphotos/large/mid/4006188439982704/pid/8e4cb4c0gw1f6m9hq8b2
nj20c60jggmo/



● Give insights to readers: 
http://www.weibo.com/ttarticle/
p/show?id=23094039285833273631
52#_0/

● Summary of the text: Just be 
happy and be yourself



● A way to increase her fame and 
popularity

● A platform for her to express her 
thoughts outside the mainstream 
media



CONcLUSION�



--WEIBO
-- Youtube

--LIVE

…



Did she contribute to 
the society?
                --To some 
extent.



•THE IMPACT 
POSITIVE
a. Change the inflexible sport environment  in Mainland 

(to some extent)
b. Bring the impact to “Gold or Nothing” theory and 

come back to the sports pleasure
c. Female liberation
d. The output of a new mainland figure 

All the positive impacts are 
reached by the role social 
media plays and the tie 
between Fu and her audience. 



However
http://m.sohu.com/n/466332457/?wscrid=95360_1#p



Can she be ignored?

--MAY... BE



NEGATIVE:
a. Over attention causes Fu’s puzzlements in life
b. Public pushes her to be a mediocre entertainer at 
the cost of sports performence
c.Pan-entertainment



http://www.3lian.com/gif/2016/08-15/133171.html 

http://image.baidu.com/search/detail?ct=503316480&z=undefined&tn=baiduimagedetail&ipn=d&word=��
&step_word=&ie=utf-8&in=&cl=2&lm=-1&st=undefined&cs=3098160580,113857838&os=3576561953,463199931&simid=3349025504,343348752&pn=27&rn=1&di=196217234400&ln=1979&fr=&fmq=1477558864361_R&fm=&ic=undefined&s=undefined&se=&sme=&tab=0&width=&
height=&face=undefined&is=0,0&istype=0&ist=&jit=&bdtype=0&adpicid=0&pi=0&gsm=0&objurl=http%3A%2F%2Fimage.tupian114.com%2F20120723%2F22570985.jpg&rpstart=0&rpnum=0&adpicid=0&ctd=1477559181306^3_1440X839%1

 Tie

WEAK or STRONG？


